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The Port Arthur News 13 Feb 1927
By Robert Edgren

Mike McTigue, knocking out Paul Berlenbach in four rounds, has performed one of the most
curious "comebacks" in history. McTigue has been a weird fighter. He always had unlimited
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cunning, speed enough, and a punch. At one time he was the most dangerous knockout artist in
his class. Then he fought Battling Siki for the world's light-heavyweight title, won on points
without tacking a single risk by boxing with the clumsy and hard hitting Senegalese. Over night
Mike McTigue lost all his boldness and became money-yellow. That was it.
Money-yellow, Mike turned from a fighting man to a cautious financier. He wouldn't defend his
title against anyone who might possibly slip a punch over on him, and when he did box be
preferred to go around "in the sticks." It was in the course of this line of business that Mike made
a mistake. He went to Georgia and boxed a little-known high school boy, who had done some
fairly good fighting.
This was Young Stribling. Mike had just fattened his bankroll safely by boxing two no-decision
bouts with Tom Loughran in Philadelphia, and felt in good shape.
Upset Mike's Plans
But he played safe by, taking along his own referee when he went to Columbus, Georgia. That is,
played as safe as he could. Young Stribling, fighting a champion and full of the fire of youthful
ambition, and with a very fair turn of speed and skill, chased Mike all over the ring for ten
rounds and pasted him heartily.
Mike's referee was inclined to think that Mike won, but the enraged crowd, with some talk of
"robbery," and "hanging" influenced the official to such an extent that he changed his tune.
Later, leaving town, he decided that the fight was a "draw."
That stood as official, but McTigue had that Stribling affair to explain away when he went north
again, and found it difficult. But he had his way in one thing. He met Stribling in a 12-round nodecision bout. Though Stribling kept Mike on the run the bout went the 12 and Mike still had the
crown. Still the public wasn't satisfied.
Mike stayed out of the ring for a while, boxed a timid no-decision 12 rounds with Mickey
Walker, and then made another mistake
Loses to Paul
Paul Berlenbach was a popular light-heavyweight. Paul had established a long knockout string,
and had then been knocked out in turn by Jack Delaney. He was fighting his way back, had the
drawing power of a popular slugger, and having been knocked out by Delaney didn't look
formidable to Mike. Mike let himself be driven into a decision fight with Berlenbach, Punch 'em
Paul chased Mike all around the ring for 15 rounds, beat him every time he tried desperately to
stop and fight, and whipped him for the title.
Here comes the curious psychological effect on Mike McTigue of losing this championship and
being shoved back into the little-money class. Mike now had nothing to lose. His yellow streak
had been only the result of fearing a money loss, and he could still fight. So Mike again
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became the bold lad who tried to sock 'em over. Instead of insisting upon no-decision bouts Mike
began looking for chances to fight to decisions.
Within six months after losing to Berlenbach Mike won several fights and had one draw. He beat
Young Marullo, who was then pretty good. And he beat Tiger Flowers, who had been busy
knocking out 26 opponents within two years, and had been beaten only by Jack Delaney. Mike
was showing class again.
Last year he won a bunch of fights, but took a soporific wallop from Delaney, who seems to have
the habit of upsetting people who have championship ambitions. That didn't worry the bold
Michael, who went right on fighting, Delaney beat Berlenbach to a close decision, and
Berlenbach, who had assimilated some terrific blows in that fight, took six months off to rest and
recuperate.
Revenge Is Sweet
Berlenbach started his "come-back"' with Mike McTigue. And why not. Mike was 35, and Paul
had beaten him before. Mike knocked Berlenbach out in four rounds, had him down in the third
round and three times in the fourth, the last time Berlenbach being so far gone that Referee Kid
McPatland stopped the fight when Paul was evidently unable to rise.
If Jack Delaney drops the light-heavyweight title, as he plans, and fights among the
heavyweights, the bold Michael may become a world's champion again.
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The Montana Standard
18 Nov 1928

By Robert Edgren
Jack Dempsey saw Paolino Uzcudun box 10 rounds with George Godfrey in Los Angeles last
winter. It is reported now that Dempsey intends to fight the Spanish woodchopper for Rickard
about next June.
As a fight this might be a lot more interesting than any backward sprinting match. Paolino
doesn't include one mile backward in his dally road work for any fight, and he'd go ahead,
swinging both arms, just as reckless with Dempsey as with any one else. I saw that Godfrey
fight. Paolino rushed the big negro headlong for 10 rounds, took plenty and gave plenty, and I
thought he deserved the decision — which he didn't get.
Paolino is tough as iron and is a mean body puncher. He can slip one to the chin too, as he did
when he fought Harry Wills and knocked the bogyman spinning on his ear with a left hook that
made Harry's ivories rattle like a handful of bones in a minstrel show.
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If Dempsey fights again it might as well be with Paolino. If he can knock that baby out he has his
old punch still working. If he can't it's only a short step back into retirement. His chance to knock
Paolino out would be much better than his chance to knock out Tunney, though I'll always
believe that Dempsey squarely knocked out Tunney in the seventh round at Chicago, and was
tricked out of the title. Dempsey's chance to knock Paolino out would be better because it's easier
to sock a party coming in than a party going rapidly away. In his old fights Dempsey always said
he loved those fellows who rushed him because tapping them on the chin was such a simple
matter.
Hardening Up Grind.
Of course, Dempsey could fight again. It would take several months of slow conditioning to get
back into fighting trim. And he never could be the Dempsey of six or eight years ago, though
probably good enough to beat a lot of heavyweights. I talked this over with Dempsey at the time
of the Tunney-Heeney bout.
"I always take care of myself," he said, "and I'm in good health. I never ruined my heart and
wind by smoking, which spoils any athlete, and I never drank liquor”.
“But I am living differently now. It would be hard to go back to the way I used to live, thinking
about nothing but keeping in fighting trim. I know what I'd have to do to fight as well as I
used to. I'd have to go back and work in a lumber camp or on a railroad or a shipyard until I
ironed, out all the soft sports, and then fight every couple of weeks for six months. When I
lived like that fighting was play. It was fun to work hard all week and have a good fight with
some tough bird Saturday night."
Dempsey is probably in better condition than 99 men in 100 right now, although not in fighting
condition. But fighting is a game for iron men When you begin to grow soft it's difficult
to harden up again.
Big, Slow Fellows Easy.
If Dempsey should come back to fight Paolino or the best other heavyweight in sight there's
some question about how much he would have of "the old Dempsey." In his best day
Dempsey didn't need to use much boxing skill. He had a world of speed, and a terrific" punch.
He could hit a bird with his left as with his right. He used short hook blows at close range, and
they were deadly. It was easy for him to bring down the big fellows because he had the punch to
do it and could land it before they got into action. I remember talking over Dempsey's fighting
style with Dempsey in his training camp at Saratoga.
“It's easy to get big men," Dempsey said. "I'd rather fight Morris or Willard than a fast
middleweight. I just let them start a punch and beat them to it, and they don't hit me."
That was a great system for Dempsey. Starting a punch at him, the big fellows naturally drove
forward with his blow, which increased the impact of Dempsey's gloved fist when it landed first.
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Dempsey lacked some of that speed to wait for a lead and beat it when he fought Sharkey. He
took a fierce hammering from the gob before he got in the winning body blows. To get his blows
in he had to use a new system to push in against punishment and depend upon the extra weight of
his own punches. At Philadelphia he had been outpunched, outboxed and outdone in speed by
Tunney. Dempsey had little speed or punch in that fight.
The next year at Chicago he probably boxed better than ever before in his life. Days before the
fight he told me he would watch Tunney's right hand punch, go slowly until he had Tunney
measured and perhaps tiring from missing blows and then cut loose in the sixth or seventh round
and throw everything into an effort to knock Tunney out. He did exactly that.
At Philadelphia Tunney punched Dempsey with a clean right every time Dempsey swayed to the
left. At Chicago Dempsey never swayed to the left. He watched Tunney's right hand, and swayed
to the right to let it go around his neck. He was remarkably successful in foiling Tunney's right,
which was Gene's heaviest blow. But Tunney didn't tire from missing.
Would Draw Again.
If Dempsey fights again he may not be able to beat a fairly fast man to the punch, and Paolino is
fairly fast. He might not have the punch to drop Paolino, clumsy as Paolino is. Then it would be
just a slugging contest, and anything could happen.
The "shock punch" is always a young boxer's punch. It leaves a fighter after a few years. You
can see the old timers, like Jack Britton, winning now and then through superior skill and
experience, but they seldom have more than a shadow of their early hitting power. Even at that,
Dempsey would draw a crowd. There has been something sensational about every one of his
fights. There'd be something sensational still, even if it was only a one round desperate flurry of
blows.
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The Montana Standard
30 Dec 1928

Just when everything is "going along lovely" with Tex Rickard somebody throws a brick
through his window. Mr. Rickard had Knute Hansen, the elongated Scandinavian, all ribbed up
to go through a tournament and be proclaimed world's heavyweight champion, when Mr. Hansen
made the mistake of boxing an easy mark in the person of K. O. Christner.
Mr. Hansen's coterie of managers were told that Mr. Christner was 36 years old and of course
believed that in spite of the K. O. name that was too much age for any fighter to carry into a ring
with Hansen. The result proves that 36 years, or whatever the real age of K. O. Christner is, may
be no handicap at all when backed by the kind of a right-hand punch Mr. Christner revels in
delivering.
But Rickard knows how to turn disaster into a box office attraction. He matched Christner with
Jack Sharkey. That ought to be a pretty good fight, unless it turns out that Sharkey has too much
boxing skill and experience for the K. O. person.
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Get Sharkey Early.
But if Mr. Christner pats Mr. Sharkey just once, early in the out, with that right hand, it may be
enough. Enough, at least, to win the fight. Other heavyweights who weren’t supposed to belong
in the same building with Jack Sharkey have cuffed him hard in the first round or so, and then
have found him anything but a man eater through the rest of the fight.
Looking Christner over, I'm reminded of the fact that Bob Fitzsimmons was a young and lusty
fighting man several years beyond the age that is supposed to handicap Mr. Christner so
severely. Bob was 34 years and nine months old when he knocked out Jim Corbett at Carson,
Nevada, in the fourteenth round of a fight that was one-sided in Corbett's favor up to the seventh
and one sided in Bob's favor from the seventh on.
Also in that fight Bob Fitzsimmons was a lean middleweight, while Christner is a chunky, very
well built heavyweight. Christner doesn't show any signs of aging, even at 36 or whatever it is.
He is roundly built, carries no fat, has great arms and shoulders and a broad back and deep chest,
and is small waisted and round limbed. He also has plenty of hair. Bob Fitzsimmons in his prime,
would look like an old gentleman beside this bird Christner. Not that Bob ever fought
like an old gentleman, until he was over 50.
Heavies Develop Slow.
Heavyweights don't develop young like smaller boxers, unless they are started too young. Then
they never develop at all, but are burned out before they get to their best fighting form.
Christner has a record of over 30 knockouts in a few months. Any fellow who can point to a list
like that must have something. Jack Dempsey, who never was foolish, had that idea about Firpo.
One afternoon while resting at his cottage at Saratoga Springs during the training for Firpo,
Dempsey was visited by a stranger who insisted upon seeing him at once.
'I’ve Just came from Atlantic City." he said, "I've been watching this Firpo train for a week.
The big dub hasn't a thing in the world. He is slow on his feet. He waddles around like a fat
washerwoman. He hasn't any left hand at all. His left arm might' as well be tied at his side.
That right hand they talk about is a lot of baloney. He couldn’t knock your hat of with it. He
telegraphs his right and starts it half a minute later. All you have to do is watch his right hand
and when he pulls back, step in and knock him a loop. "
Dempsey gave the visitor a cold eye, thanked him, and asked to be excused from further
conversation, as he had to get his lunch. When the visitor left, Dempsey turned to me
and asked: "Ever see that guy before?" "No," I said. "I never did either," said Dempsey.
"He's no friend of mine. My friends don't come and tell me Firpo can't fight. They come and tell
me to look out for that right band, because he'll knock my lid off with it if it lands.
“When a man knocks out a lot of fellows the way Firpo has, he must have something. It's
ridiculous to say he can't fight. I'm going to watch his right hand, and his left hand too, and
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be mighty careful. Say, he knocked out Bill Brennan, didn't he. And I know Bill's no set-up.
Sharkey, or whoever fights this Christner K. O. person next, would do well to be just as wise as
Dempsey. Chrlstner may be a flop in later fights, or he may be a socking king. Chances rather
run in his favor

The Morning Herald, Hagerstown, Maryland
15 Jan 1929
These are bad days .for fight favorites.
Right on the heels of the startling upsets
that saw Jimmy McLarnin, Tuffy
Griffiths and Johnny Risko defeated,
respectively, if not respectfully by such
secondary ring gents as Ray Miller,
James J. Baddock and Jim Maloney,
comes the more surprising humiliation of
Knute Hansen, the very melancholy
Dane, at the hands of Meyer "K. O."
Christner at Cleveland, Ohio.
The fight proves just how greatly
overrated Hansen was. Ballyhooed to the
skies and hailed by promoters and
managers as the next heavyweight
champion, Knute went crashing to the
canvas after a few rounds with the Ohio
slugger. Hansen was definitely removed
from serious consideration in
heavyweight ranks by the brawl.
However, the fight doesn't get Christner
anywhere. It may bring him a bit of extra
cash in the way of a few good fights, but
Christner cannot be considered a
contender as a result of his victory.
Christner has been fighting professionally only a little more than a year, though he is 35 years
old. In other words, he got into the fight game at the unbelievably ancient age of 34! up from the
rubber plants of Akron, O., where he first got the fight bug after a successful clash with a
fellow tiremaker, Christner has made a reputation for aggressiveness and punching ability.
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Outside of the Hansen affair Christner’s "big" fights have consisted of a loss to Sandy Siefert, a
draw with Joe Sekyra and a win over Jack Humbeck. Not even Christner expects much as a
result of his Hansen victory. The Akron chap is just too old to get anywhere.
End

The Boston Globe - 8 Jan 1900

Then He Will Run a Saloon — Earned
$10O,OOO in the Arena and, Like Sullivan, Spent It on His Friends
— One of the Best of the World's Boxers — He Obliterated the
Prejudice Against the Colored
Pugilist.
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George Dixon, the little colored boxer of Boston, who has punched his way to to prize ring glory
in many a hard fought battle, will quit the pugilistic profession after a passage-at-arms with Terry
McGovern on Tuesday night next in New York.
He has earned $100,000. But like the mighty Sullivan he has lent a ready ear to the hard luck
stories of his army of acquaintances, and his cash balance on hand would never indicate
a triumphant career in the arena. Many a man of this city has touched the generous heart and the
pocket book of the scrappy lad, when finding himself stranded away from borne, and the colored
boy has provided pantaloons, furnished food and paid the car fare back to the hub.
Maybe that is why he stops boxing to conduct a saloon in the metropolis of the empire state,
hoping thereby to lay up treasure in the bank for the days to come when youth has fled, when the
eye ceases to measure distances accurately and the good right has lost its power in a lead for the
solar plexus.
Dixon owns a small wooden dwelling house out in Faulkner, saved from the wreck of a fortune,
but since he is to bid farewell to Boston and do business under the Raines law and the general
government of Teddy Roosevelt, the property will probably be disposed of in the near future.
A decade and a half ago there was a slip of a colored office boy by the name of George who was
tending door and running errands for a popular local photographer. To the gallery, to have their
pictures taken, went many of the pugilists of fame of that day. Naturally they fell to talking of
fight as they waited for their turn to face the staring camera. George drank in the conversation.
The bit of a shaver was shifty on his feet and clever with his hands then, without any training. He
grew interested as he heard the tales of the giant heroes of the, ring. He coaxed some of the old
chaps in the fistic profession to give him a few scientific points.
George was Dixon.
He was chummy at that time with one Elias Hamilton, and their respective merits, gloved, were
argued until it was necessary to settle the question of superiority in regular man fashion. That
was his first bout in Boston. Then he boxed in clubrooms, ever a promising youngster,
sometimes for a purse of $1.90, often for less money, and occasionally for more.
'It was in 1889 that Tom O'Rourke took him in hand and made a real professional pugilist out of
him of the kind that later was able to win and defend American championships.
Dixon has virtues other than those born within the ropes under the splutter of the electric lights,
where smash meets smash, and where the thousands in the amphitheater seats yell over the
victory and curse defeat that costs the unlucky dearly. No sport can point a finger at him and say
honestly that he ever did a mean act during 12 long years, either inside or outside the ring.
Consequently he has a host of friends who swear by him, ready to crook an elbow over his
metropolitan bar, or assist him financially should the saloon turn out to be a gold brick.
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To him belongs the credit of obliterating the strong prejudices against colored pugilists. He did
not score that point merely by his abilities as a boxer, but he demonstrated by his conduct away
from the arena that his color should not bar him from gaining the respect and admiration of all.
No one better than himself knows how far reaching was that prejudice. He was compelled at the
outset to accept defeat and lose victories on account of it even in the city of his home. Cheering
words from the spectators gathered about the ring he did not receive in his early career. Rarely
was it that a colored man was permitted to score a victory over a white man then, even though
the latter was far inferior.
The last battle he had in Boston, before going under the management of Tom O'Rourke,
illustrates the antagonism there was to him. He knocked out his opponent, a popular white boxer,
and the referee, heeding the cries of the spectators, declared The contest a draw, saying it was not
right to give a colored man an award over a white man. Those of that crowd of spectators who
are now alive are Dixon's friends and would resent vigorously any attempt to rob him of a
victory fairly won.
There is only one instance where Dixon entered the ring with any hard feelings against the man
he was to meet. He had good reasons for having such feelings on that occasion. Go to those
whom Dixon has defeated and ask them their opinion of him and their answer will be that he is a
"good fellow," and "I wish him good luck."
Though the highest honors in his profession have been won by him no boxer ever carried such a
pugilistic crown with less show or pomp. His modesty has always been a noticeable part of
his life. Never has it been known that he sought by any act to make himself a conspicuous figure,
as other champions have done. He preferred to walk a side street rather than the main
thoroughfare. He did not seek to force people to become his admirer.
.
The world knows what a prejudice John L. Sullivan has against colored fighters, but Dixon has
not a warmer friend than the big fellow. Dixon did not try to gain the friendship of Sullivan,
but it was the big fellow who wanted to know Dixon. Though both began their lives as boxers in
this city they never had exchanged a word until about six or seven years ago. Then the meeting
took place many miles from here. Both were on the road with their companies and they happened
to cross paths in the lunch room of a railroad station in Pennsylvania. Sullivan had heard of the
abilities of the colored lad and asked O'Rourke to introduce him.
From the time they clasped hands Sullivan always had a great admiration for Dixon, and the
many kind deeds that Dixon has since done for Sullivan has linked their friendship more firmly
together.
Whenever the big fellow had a benefit he did not have to ask Dixon to appear. The latter was
always the first to volunteer. While he could have gone to the hall and have been admitted free
he never would. He bought tickets for himself and friends and generally had to travel from
Boston to New York to appear, never taking a cent from Sullivan for his work.
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Such acts Sullivan never forgot, and Dixon is the only colored hoaxer who can go to Sullivan's
place and do about as he likes. He also can have half of anything the big fellow has and there is
many a white boxer that could not receive the same favors from Sullivan.
When Dixon first traveled through the country with Tom O'Rourke their route often carried them
to southern cities where the prejudice against colored people was very strong, but the boxer
never was insulted, for he knew how to carry himself under all circumstances.
Tuesday night New York the host of backers of the Boston boy will yearn for the undoing of
Terry McGovern that their favorite may close his pugilistic career in a blaze of glory. Even the
thousands who will wager their money against the chances of his whipping Terry will not be
much aggrieved if their calculations turn out wrong since the victory goes to George. Win or
lose, everybody will note the passing of the stage of one of the greatest boxers that the world
ever beheld, and he will bear with him the good will of the patrons
of the sport.

The Montana Standard
4 August 1929
By Robert Edgren

Never again," says Tommy Loughran, "Never again am I going to make weight to defend the
heavyweight title. Why should I? I couldn't eat or drink a drop of liquid for twenty three hours
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before weighing in for the Braddock fight — all morning in a Turkish bath — and when I'd
weighed in I got into a cab and drank a quart or more of cold beef broth. And water — unlimited
— and a big dinner on a friend's yacht before the fight. I must have put on 10 pounds. But you
know that kind of putting weight doesn't do anybody any good. I was dead on my feet after 10
rounds."
Loughran says he knows he could outbox Gene Tunney, If Gene would recognize the call of a
brother artist in distress and come back and give him the chance. He says he can easily beat any
of the other heavyweights. He intends, from now on, to fight heavyweight. Anyway he has
cleaned up all the light-heavyweight challengers worth mentioning.
Can Outbox Most.
Quite possibly Loughran could take decisions over a lot of the lumbering heavyweights now
festooned about the scenery. He wouldn't knock any of them out, but he could "decision" them
and give a beautiful exhibition of the manly art of ducking, dodging, blocking and getting in the
tap just in time to fill the sock.
That is Tommy's specialty. Built like a slugger, with heavy shoulders and thick arms, he has
developed the idea of winning on points until he can't cut loose and take a chance. He has met all
the best and most dangerous punchers in his class, and has outpointed them one after another. He
is an undefeated champion. But it is doubtful that the heavyweight class would gain anything in
popular favor by having a clever point scoring champion without a punch.
The punch is the one thing that puts uncertainty into a match. Anything can happen in the ring
when two punchers meet. There is no excitement at all in purely exhibition boxing for points.
But Tommy is right about that making weight. The thing has killed off more good fighters than
anything else.
The Case of Joe Gans
There was the celebrated case of Joe Gans, greatest lightweight champion. Gans had no
lightweight fights for a long time because there wasn't anyone left to give him a fight. He fought
welters. He fought Joe Walcott for the welter title, and although it was called a draw there were
plenty of spectators who always claimed afterward that Gans won the proverbial mile.
When Bat Nelson was claiming the "white lightweight championship" and Tex Rickard
popped into existence as a fight promoter at Goldfield, Nevada, and offered a stack of twenty
dollar gold pieces for a Gans-Nelson fight, Bat's manager, Bill Nolan, figured Gans couldn't
possibly make the weight. He knew Gans had been weighing 142 in training. Probably Bill's idea
was to call the match off and claim the title if Gans failed to make the weight. But two days
before the fight Nolan heard that Gans was at weight. He had made 133 pounds stripped.
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Nolan didn't want Nelson to fight Gans in shape. He at once declared that something was wrong
and would take Nelson out of Nevada. Goldfield was in the middle of the desert, connected with
the outside world only by automobile stage. Rickard and his friends took Nolan to the edge of
town and showed him some old bones lying in the sand.
'You can't get away from here," he told Nolan. "No stage will carry you, if you try to go afoot
after a while somebody will find your bones out in the desert. There isn't any water. Anyway the
boys are sort of hot on seeing this fight.
If you try to pull your man out I’m afraid somebody will get so disappointed they’ll just shoot
you and Nelson full of holes. We’d be sorry of course, but I reckon that’s would happen. You’d
better go on with the fight.
Nelson’s Pound Of Flesh
Convinced, Nolan said he’d go on with the fight. But he'd insist upon one condition, Gans must
weigh in 133 pounds ringside, in his full fighting rig, including shoes. No weighing in stripped.
Rickard didn't like to ask that of Joe. He knew what a tough time Joe had gone through making
the weight. But Gans said he'd do it. He had to bake and boil and go without water until time to
weigh in ringside. Just before the fight he didn't have any chance to drink a quart of beef broth, a
lot of water, eat a big steak and baked potatoes, like Loughran. He went in with his tongue as dry
as a piece of blotting paper, and his dried-out system trying frantically to sop up the little water
he dared down just before fighting.
Gans whipped Nelson in spite of being constantly fouled — and won on a foul after over forty
rounds of fighting under the desert sun. But it was only a parchment replica of Joe Gans that
finished that fight and crawled out of Goldfield next day. Gans went into consumption; he had
nothing left but his skill and his dauntless heart.
.
Making Weight Doesn't Pay.
Benny Leonard used to have a lot of trouble making the lightweight limit. He seldom did it, but
sometimes he had to. They used to bake and boil Benny down as far as they could, and there'd
still be a pound or half a pound too much. Then they'd rub that weight off his feet and
ankles — almost sandpaper it off.
Mike Gibbons came to his finish as a great fighter by making weight for Packey McFarland.
Packey had retired, but he came back once to fight Mike Gibbons demanding a weight that he
knew Mike couldn’t make without losing his strength. He fooled Mike. He out guessed him in
that.
I was holding the $32,000 stakes in that fight and visited both fighters in their quarters the day
before to arrange the payoff right after the match. Packey was jovial. “I out smarted Mike” he
chuckled .”He’ll never make the weight - or if he does he’ll be soft picking”.
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Mike Gibbons Fall
At Gibbons quarters I found everybody in distress. Going into the dressing room I saw Mie lying
on a cot in the corner, crying hysterically while Tommy and his trainers looked on glum and
helpless. I quickly found out what was the matter. Mike was on the edge of a complete
breakdown.
He was burned out, physically and mentally, by the struggle to make that impassible low weight.
He had come down from a middle to a welter. In hot New York summer weather. He had run
miles morning and night on the beach, in heavy sweaters, and all that day had baked in a bath
steam room. He was so dry that his skin was hot and brittle. He was a human cinder. He went the
distance with McFarland. but he was through as a fighter from that night on.
Erne Ruined Himself.
Frank Erne, a great lightweight, champion, ruined himself as a fighter by making fantastic
weights. He weighed in at 126 to fight Terry McGovern, feather champion, and in midsummer
heat burned out so far that he went to 120 pounds and couldn't come up again. He was a
cinder, like Gibbons, and Terry knocked him out after a one-round brilliant flurry. No, too much
making weight doesn't pay.
The Montana Standard 10 June 1934
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Talk with a lot of old timers around New York and you'll get as many different opinions of what
will happen In the Carnera-Baer fight next Thursday night. Met Johnny Dundee, former
featherweight champion and contender in more than 400 ring battles. We were in the subway
coming back from the Ross-McLarnin fight. "Say," said Johnny, "this was a nice little fight, but
I'm waiting to see Baer when he socks Carnera." "What makes you think Baer will sock
Camera?"
Can Pitcher Baer Catch
He'll sock him." said Dundee. 'This guy Baer's tough and he can sock. Schmelling didn't have
chance with him — not a chance.
This guy Baer swings like a guy throwing the hammer, and down they go. I'm just waiting to see
what happens when he hits Carnera Other guys have hit Camera and he didn't even know it, but
wait till Baer socks him. That guy Baer can knock anybody out he hits, like Dempsey."
"Well, and what will Carnera be doing?"
"Oh." said Dundee. '"Carnera's a wonderful boxer — a fine boxer — and fast on his feet, but he
can't sock like Baer. I tell you, this guy Baer can sock."
And, on the other hand, plenty of fight followers have been telling me how they think Carnera
will handle Baer. "Baer is made to order for Carnera." they chant. "Carnera can box. He'll left
hand Baer to death. He'll wear Baer down jabbing him and lying on him, and then knock him
out. So, sorting and comparing a basketful of opinions. I find that the battle of the behemoths
ought to go something like this:
There's the Gong.
Baer runs across the ring swinging his right arm to warm it up for the knockout wallop. Carnera
gets up hastily from his chair, where he was busy telling his seconds what he wanted ordered for
dinner, and dances around Baer in circles, shooting out long jabs that keep Baer's head rattling
against his shoulder blades. Rattling is the right word, applied to Baer's head.
Baer laughs and winks humorously down at the massed cohort of his feminine admirers
occupying the first fourteen rows of ringside seats. He motions them to get their lap
ready to receive Camera and is just about to swing his right and knock Primo over the ropes
when he stops abruptly. He has lost his happy smile and is frowning jealously. Somehow a
thought has entered Baer's mind. It has occurred to him that he doesn't want his rival Carnera
sitting in the laps of all the Baer admirers, or even any dozen of them at a time. He puts his right
hand behind him and refuses to hit. It is a gallant gesture.
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Max Spies a New Blonde
Meantime Camera has been dancing around Baer and jabbing him constantly. Max does not
know Primo is jabbing him. There are other things Max doesn't know, but we'll speak on that
subject in later editions that have more space. Carnera is showing Baer up as a boxer landing on
him at will. This is not particularly difficult as at the moment Max is leaning over the ropes
gazing soulfully down into a ringside box where he has discovered a totally new blonde.
Suddenly Baer notices the blonde is smiling, not at him. But over his shoulder. He turns and for
the first time since the opening stanza notices Carnera in the ring. Aha. Camera is aiming a jab a
him! Showing off before the ladles, eh?
Posing for the Cameras.
Baer snarls at Camera viciously drawing his right fist far back and swing his broad shoulders
around until they nearly crowd the referee from the ring. Baer is ready to deliver his great
knockout punch and flatten the Italian giant like a buckwheat cake under a cornerstone of
the Empire State Building.
But Camera is ready too. He is only feinting with that left. His huge right mitt has been dropped
lower and lower until it touches his right ankle. He is in exactly the position from which he
derricked the famous right uppercut with which he knocked out Jack Sharkey. Proud of that
pose, Camera holds it a moment while the photographers snap their flashlights. .Baer is posing
too, stealing a glance to see if the blonde in Box Q and the brunette in Box X are looking.
It is one of the most crucial moments since Ceasar shot Alexander — or was it Napoleon— we
know we saw it in the moving pictures, but at the moment the exact historical detail escapes us.
Anyway, it was very crucial; exceptionally so. We can hear the radio announcer, who is turning
back flips in tense excitement as he shrieks into the mike:
"There it goes! No -wait. They are measuring each other for the knockout. This is the knockout.
Look—look—look , Oh what a wallop — Oh — OH — but wait — they haven't struck it yet.
Now — NOW "
We turn our head to look back at the radio announcer.
CRASH! ! ! !
(To be continued Thursday night.)
You Pick the Winner.
Well, folks, that is about what you can expect it to be. Somebody is likely to crash — and what a
crash! Just who it will be is still worrying me. You know I doped out McLarnin to beat Ross and
I don't want a double-header. You can figure this fight so many ways.
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There is Camera, 280 pounds or so in his socks, dancing around like Benny Leonard and popping
lefts like a Coney Island popcorn popper, or catching his man and laying all over him, or
swinging a right uppercut he doesn't know he's swinging himself — so how can the other guy
figure It?
And there's Baer — broad, brawny enough to knock any man out.
Baer Condition the Issue
They say Primo will dance Baer dizzy and jab his head off. Well Schmelling tried it. They say
Carnera will lean on Baer until Baer's legs give out. Santa, the 6 foot 9-inch Portuguese tried
that. Baer wriggled loose and bombed Santa with a punch in the body. They say Carnera will
rough club Baer to exhaustion. Big Santa, tried that Baer only grinned — waited — let
Santa rough away, and then half killed him with an uppercut on the jaw that knocked him cold
for ten minutes.
They say Camera will step on Baer's feet with his big clodhoppers as he did on Loughran's when
Tommy was only trying to point at Primo's right eye with his thumb.
I don't know — haven't figured it yet — 280 pounds of rushing beef against what may or may
not be a blast of dynamite, according to Baer's condition. I'll have to look the boys over another
day or two.

